vSLRcam – Taking Pictures in Virtual Environments
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ABSTRACT

Our work presents a virtual single lens reflection camera (vSLRcam) application which is employed in a virtual training environment for crime scene investigation. vSLRcam’s back-end is a GPU based simulation of a realistic camera model taking into account SLR camera properties like aperture, shutter speed, lens, etc., as well as their interdependencies. Thus, we can obtain realistic lens effects like motion blur or depth of field in real-time. The application user interface allows for parameterizing the individual camera attributes to achieve those effects and, as a result, to take realistic pictures of the scene. The resulting images come very close to real world photographs with equal parameter values. Our main contributions are a common framework for the SLR camera attributes and the simulation of their interdependencies in a single application which is capable of rendering photographic lens effects in real-time.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The simulation of lens effects produced by a realistic camera model is a recurrent field of interest in computer graphics research. While incipient works usually applied raytracing techniques to achieve effects like motion blur or depth of field, by now GPU-based shader programming allows for real-time rendering of the effects even within virtual environments (VEs) and 3D games. This not only strengthens the environment’s immersion depth and realism but also makes real-time cinematography applicable to it [7].

Usually, in games only certain lens effects are simulated and they become an inherent part of the game environment. A manual parameterization of the effects is therefore not intended and incorporated. In contrast, we wanted to completely approximate a single-lens-reflection camera and integrate it into our virtual training environment. Moreover, we wanted a realistic camera model to be the basis for the virtual SLR camera. We put the main emphasis on the simulation of individual camera components and their contributions to the final image on the one hand and their interdependencies on the other hand in order to realistically generate photographic lens effects. Even though we did not focus on film negative types in the first place, we also integrated granularity effects and added a parameterization for the film speed.

In order to allow for real-time rendering, the virtual SLR camera was implemented using OpenGL’s Shading Language on modern graphics hardware. The application further was realized for usage in scene graph based VEs and was integrated into the virtual training environment OpenCrimeScene for testing [4]. OpenCrimeScene is designed as a serious game for crime scene investigation. It will be used by police students for training purposes, e.g. crime scene photography. As the students have to understand the interdependencies of camera components in order to take useful pictures of the crime scene, the vSLRcam has to meet realistic standards.

2 BACKGROUND

Photography is the process of projecting 3D objects onto a 2D image plane through a center of projection including geometric distortions in the final image. The image plane has to be made out of a light sensitive material in order to capture the picture constantly. This is usually a photo sensitive negative film for analog or a CCD sensor for digital cameras. A picture then is a reproduction of light intensities reflected from the object surfaces which lie in the angle of view.

We cannot go into detail on the underlying principles here and, thus, we clarify only the relationships between the terms optical principles, realistic camera model, and SLR camera. We assume that you are familiar with the first two points and focus on camera components hereafter.

1. Optical principles of reflection and refraction explain how light intensities from one place can be reproduced at another.
2. A realistic camera model is a geometrical explanation for the process of projecting 3D objects onto a 2D image plane.
3. An SLR camera approximates a realistic camera model.
2.1 Camera Components

Basically, an SLR camera is a photographic tool which consists of an opaque body containing a photo sensitive image plane and a camera lens. The amount of light that reaches the image plane during the exposure can be controlled by the aperture and the shutter which are components of the camera lens and camera respectively. The duration of the exposure is crucial for a balanced image illumination. Moreover, different visual effects within the image can be achieved by coordinating the aperture and shutter.

Camera lens

Lenses are made of translucent material and, hence, have refractive power. There are convex and concave lenses, with the former being responsible for converging and the latter being responsible for diverging incoming light rays (cf. Fig. 1). The decisive lens parameter is the focal length \( f \) which is the distance between the center of the lens and the focal point \( F \). That is, all rays travelling in parallel to the optical axis get refracted through the lens and intersect in \( F \). In case of concave lenses, the focal point lies on the rear side of the lens’ refraction border [3, 8].

Thus, the refractive power of lenses offers to steer the incoming light rays into a particular direction. When grouping convex and concave lenses together, even more control can be gained over the light distribution. Consequently, the camera lens usually consists of a whole group of convex and concave lenses. The decisive property of it certainly is the focal length, as it determines the camera lens’s angle of view as well as its enlargement factor. A small focal length allows for a wide pane whereas a small pane is caused by a large focal length.

There are four standardized camera lens types which range from small focal length to large focal length. These are wide angle, normal, and tele as well as zoom lens for varying focal lengths.

Aperture

The aperture regulates the amount of incoming light by increasing or decreasing its size. It is specified in so-called \( f \)-numbers and is set in fixed steps, so-called \( f \)-stops, as can be seen in Figure 2. An \( f \)-number is calculated as the ratio of the focal length and the opening’s diameter. Given a focal length of 28 mm and a current opening diameter of 10 mm, the \( f \)-number then is \( 2.8 f = \frac{28\text{ mm}}{10\text{ mm}} \). In order to regulate the amount of incident light falling onto the image plain, each camera furthermore is endowed with a so-called shutter.

Shutter and Shutter Speed

If the aperture takes care of how much light enters the camera lens, the shutter takes care of how long this amount of light reaches the image plane. It is part of the camera’s body and is positioned between the camera lens and the image plane. Generally, the shutter is made out of small leaves which are opened for a certain amount of time, the exposure time (also referred to as shutter speed). It is specified in seconds \( s \), whereas each time step is doubling or halving the previous one, e.g. like \( \cdots, \frac{1}{15} s, \frac{1}{30} s, \frac{1}{60} s, \frac{1}{125} s, \frac{1}{250} s, \cdots \), etc.

Negative Film or CCD Sensor — The Image Plain

The image plain of a camera either is equipped with a negative film for analog models or a CCD sensor for digital cameras. Both are photo sensitive and are thus able to capture the incoming light. A CCD sensor simply converts the incoming light into an electrical signal and stores it to memory. A negative film, in contrast, brings its own visual effect. This can be simulated by a digital camera, however it is unique for each film type.

Negative films are coated with a light-sensitive emulsion of silver halide salts that contains crystals in variable size. The exposure of this emulsion results in a permanent image capture, the negative, which has to be chemically processed to become the final image, the positive. The emulsion is responsible for the film’s light sensitivity, the so-called film speed. The smaller the crystal size, the less light-sensitive (slow) the film is but the finer the final image details become. In turn, film types which are very light sensitive (fast) can cope well with dark surrounding light conditions but often result in granulous images (cf. Fig. 3). The film speed is specified in ISO values which typically range between 100 to 1600.

Figure 1: Convex and concave lenses which converge and diverge light rays to the (virtual) focal point \( F \) [11].

Figure 2: Different aperture \( f \)-stops [1].
2.2 Interdependencies

Given the camera components several photographic effects can be derived. This is due to the interdependencies of the single components and their parameter settings.

Exposure

The procedure of light falling onto and reacting with the photo sensitive image plane is called light exposure. It is specified as exposure value \( EV \) and depends on the illumination level (regulated by the aperture and shutter) and the image plane’s sensitivity. The illumination level now is regulated by a balanced combination of aperture size and shutter speed. For example, the same illumination level can be gained by a widely opened aperture and a short shutter speed or a small opening and a longer shutter speed. Both ways, the same amount of light enters the image plane.

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the film speed specifies the film’s light sensitivity. Fast films can be useful under dark lighting conditions because still a small amount of light suffices to obtain a correct illumination but might lead to granulous image effects. Slow films, on the opposite, need more incoming light. Hence, either the aperture has to be widely opened or the shutter speed has to be slow. This, however, could cause blurring effects.

Motion Blur

Motion blur describes a blurring effect of the whole or parts of the image. The effect is caused either by the camera’s or the motif’s motion and a slow shutter speed. Figure 4 illustrates the effect. On the left hand side you see a swinging person whose motion is frozen in the image due to a short shutter speed (\( \frac{1}{30} \)s) whereas the picture on the right hand side strongly shows motion blurring caused by a slower shutter speed (\( \frac{1}{4} \)s). Besides, the pictures also demonstrate the relation of aperture and shutter speed for a correct illumination. In order to achieve equal illumination levels, the left picture had a wide opened aperture of value 8 whereas the right one was taken with a small opening of value 22.

Depth of Field

A second effect that is caused by aperture size and shutter speed setting is the depth of field. When taking a picture certain objects are focussed and consequently get displayed sharply on the photograph. The depth of field describes the area around the object in focus which is also projected without blurring onto the image plane. Geometrically, this can be explained by the focus plane to which the image plane has to be related (cf. Fig. 5). All objects placed on the focus plane will be projected alike on the image plane. Objects which are placed far beyond the focus plane, however, will be blurred, they form so-called circles of confusion on the image. The size of the circle of confusion determines whether the object’s points lie within or without the depth of field and grows with increasing distance to the focus plane.

The aperture is the main indicator for regulating the depth of field. The thinner the incoming light cone, the smaller will the circle of confusion be (cf. Fig. 5). Furthermore, a small focal length as well as the object’s distance to the camera increase the depth of field (cf. Fig. 6).

3 RELATED WORK

There have been a few approaches to simulating camera lens effects in computer graphics. Recent works deal with image correction techniques due to weak results of digital photography, e. g. [2]. Generally, the approaches concentrate on single camera aspects or lens effects without taking the ensemble into account. This is what we wanted to address. Beside, the existing approaches either are based on raytracing techniques and thus cannot achieve interactive frame rates or they do...
allow for real-time rendering but not for integration into interactive virtual environments, e.g., they render single objects only. Both is mandatory for us, though.

The pioneers in the area of rendering depth of field effects were Potmesil and Chakravarty who developed a post-processing technique to render depth of field based on raytracing [13]. The approach generates depth of field in a (pre-)rendered image from a standard pin-hole camera by blurring each pixel with a pre-computed circle of confusion. Even though the technique is far to slow for real-time graphics it has inspired several further works, e.g. [15, 9, 17], which apply hardware shader programming. Other approaches were based on distributed raytracing or made use of an accumulation buffer to simulate depth of field, e.g. [5, 6]. The latest depth of field simulation by [10] is based on GPU programming and leads to beautiful results. However, each of these approaches is not applicable at interactive frame rates. For simulating depth of field as part of our virtual SLR-camera we present a technique which is also based on the works of Haeberli and Akeley [6]. They introduced the accumulation buffer which allows for accumulating several images into one output image. In contrast, we do not use an accumulation buffer but rather implement the image accumulation using hardware shader programming.

4 A VIRTUAL SLR CAMERA

As shown in the previous sections, the SLR camera components are related to one another and can produce certain photographic effects. As a virtual counterpart, the vSLRcam has to offer the same functionality. Each component and according parameters as well as the component’s internal relationships need to be identified first.

Parameters

The decisive parameters to generate a certain visual effect are given by the camera components lens, aperture, shutter, and film type. The according parameters which can be specified by the user are:

- focal length \( f \) and distance to the focus plane \( d_s \)
- f-number \( a \)
- exposure time \( t \)
- ISO value \( i_s \) and film format \( i_f \)

To realistically render photographic effects like, e.g. depth of field, further parameters have to be derived. Figure 7 illustrates the main geometrical parameters that are necessary. Our approach is based on a thin lens approximation which simplifies the individual parameter calculations [3].

4.1 Lens Effects

The lens effects we would like to realize are an adjustable angle of view, depth of field, and motion blur. Furthermore, we have to determine the correct image illumination regarding the current lighting conditions as we also want to allow for over- and under-exposure. The above specified parameters will be used to approximate these effects.
Angle of View

The angle of view is the result of a specific camera lens type, see 2.1. It, thus, is responsible for the viewing pane of the resulting image. However, it is not the focal length $f$ which determines the angle of view but rather the distance $d_i$ from the lens center to the image plane on the one hand and the image plane’s diagonal $i_d$ (which is specified by the film format $i_f$) on the other hand. As a result, the angle of view also changes during focussing as the distance to the image plane $d_i$ is changing. The angle of view is given by:

$$
\alpha = 2 \cdot \arctan \left( \frac{i_d}{2 \cdot 2d_i} \right)
$$

(1)

The parameters that have to be specified by the user are focal length $f$, film format $i_f$, and focus distance $d_i$. Given these parameters, $i_d$ as well as $d_i$ have to be derived. To calculate the former, $\sqrt{\text{width}^2 + \text{height}^2}$ has to be employed whereas the latter can be obtained by applying the thin lens formula:

$$
\frac{1}{f} = \frac{1}{d_i} + \frac{1}{d_s} \implies d_i = \frac{f \cdot d_s}{d_s - f}
$$

(2)

Finally the angle of view is given by

$$
\alpha = 2 \cdot \arctan \left( \frac{i_d \cdot (d_s - f)}{2 \cdot f \cdot d_s} \right)
$$

(3)

Realization The adjustment of the angle of view is simply implemented by changing OpenGL’s view frustum accordingly. Figure 8 shows different lens type simulations.

Depth of Field

Rendering the depth of field effect is a bit more complex. For each image point a circle of confusion has to be computed. To start with, we calculate the circle of confusion $c_o$ in object space which projects on the focus plane at distance $d_o$. This is illustrated in Figure 7. By applying the intercept theorems we receive

$$
\frac{c_o}{a_d} = \frac{d_o - d_s}{d_s} \implies c_o = a_d \cdot \frac{d_o - d_s}{d_s}
$$

(4)

With $a_d$ being calculated as the ratio of focal length $f$ and f-number $a$, the equation becomes

$$
c_o = \frac{f}{a} \cdot \frac{d_o - d_s}{d_s}
$$

(5)

Then, again by applying the intercept theorem for the circle of confusion $c_i$ we get

$$
\frac{c_i}{a_c} = \frac{d_i}{d_s} \implies c_i = a_c \cdot \frac{d_i}{d_s}
$$

(6)

The image plane distance $d_i$ already has been calculated in equation 2, thus,

$$
c_i = c_o \cdot \frac{f \cdot d_s}{(d_s - f) \cdot d_s} = c_o \cdot \frac{f}{d_i - f}
$$

(7)

and finally by substituting $c_o$ we have

$$
c_i = \frac{f}{a} \cdot \frac{d_o - d_s}{d_s} \cdot \frac{f}{d_i - f}
$$

(8)

as the formula to calculate the circle of confusion of each object point in the image.

Realization Equation 8 now has to be applied to each image point in order to receive a realistic depth of field distribution. Our approach is based on the works of [13]. However, in order to render the effect in real-time we implement it using OpenGL Shader Language.

The contributing parameters are the focal length $f$, the f-number $a$ and the distance to the focus plane $d_o$ which can be specified by the user. The distances to the object points, described by $d_o$, are given by the scene as z-values.

The implementation now consists of four rendering passes, each rendering the scene to an individual texture, $T_1$, $T_2$, $T_3$, and $T_4$, respectively. We do not use multiple rendering textures here, because some of the textures serve only as static input data which is also needed for other lens effects later on.

The first rendering pass is a pure OpenGL pass which simply obtains the correct color distribution. The second pass then renders the depth values to $T_2$ and will be used as a lookup table for the camera–object distances $d_o$ (cf. Fig.9).

The third rendering pass receives both textures $T_1$ and $T_2$ as well as the user specified parameters as input variables. The calculation of the depth of field then is done in the fragment shader as follows: For each pixel from $T_1$ the circle of confusion’s diameter is calculated according to Equation 8 as well as an equally sized poisson disc filter being centered on the corresponding pixel. The poisson filter’s sample points are associated to the proximity pixels that lie within the

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{example.png}
\caption{Figure 9: The texture on the left is a normal scene rendering whereas the texture on the right holds the depth information to calculate the depth of field.}
\end{figure}
radius of the circle of confusion. When the sampling is performed each pixel color as well as the surrounding pixel colors contribute to the new pixel color being stored in the texture $T_0$. Although this technique leads to very realistic results it does not prevent the leaking of color from sharp objects to the blurred background. We do not circumvent this drawback yet. Beside, the poisson sampling leads to other regular artifacts (cf. Fig. 10 (above)). We simply overcome these by re-filtering $T_0$ with another poisson disc sampling and store the result in texture $T_1$ (cf. Fig. 10 (below)).

**Exposure**

During the exposure the image plane is exposed to the incoming light. If the amount of light is too high, the final image becomes over-exposed. If it is too low it becomes under-exposed. To achieve a correct illumination two different exposure values have to be calculated: $EV_s$ indicating the scene illumination and $EV_c$ as a result of the current aperture/shutter speed setting. The applied equations are based on standardized 2-base logarithmic scales. A correct illumination then means that the difference $EV_{\text{delta}} = |EV_s - EV_c|$ is minimal. This can be achieved by adjusting either aperture size or shutter speed.

The scene illumination $EV_s$ is approximated by three parameters: The scene illumination $E_s$ specified in lux $lx$, the film speed $i_s$ specified in ISO, and a photometer dependent constant $C$ by default given as 250 lx.\(^2\) The equation then is given as:

$$EV_s = \log_2\left(\frac{E_s \cdot i_s}{C}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

The exposure value caused by the current aperture/shutter speed combination $EV_c$ is given by:

$$EV_c = \log_2\left(\frac{a^2}{t}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Every increase or decrease of an exposure value by one can either be caused by increasing or decreasing the f-number or the exposure time by one step each. That means, each increase or decrease of an exposure value by one leads to either twice or half of the amount of incoming light. A common SLR camera can switch between about 10 f-stops which corresponds to 10 different exposure values. Higher or lower values will be displayed black or white.

**Realization**

To realize a virtual exposure the values of $EV_s$, $EV_c$, and $EV_{\text{delta}}$ have to be calculated. Therefore, the parameters f-number $a$, exposure time $t$, film speed $i_s$, and photometer constant $C$ need to be specified by the user or are given. A correct specification of the scene illuminance $E$ would require a global illumination model. As the underlying OpenGL API is based on a local illumination model $E$ has to be approximated. We specify $E$ manually and set it to 500 lx which is realistic for indoor scenes.

Given these parameters we then apply two rendering passes. The first pass simply renders the scene to texture $T_1$. In the second pass we calculate $EV_s$ and $EV_c$ as well as the difference $EV_{\text{delta}}$. Due to the result, the vSLRcam then can either propose a new aperture/shutter speed setting to accomplish a correct illumination or the over-/under-exposed image is rendered.

To achieve the latter, each pixel color from $T_1$ has to be modified in the fragment shader. The tricky part here is to correctly map the exposure values to the color space in order to realistically simulate an over- or under-exposure. As the pixel colors range between 0.0 and 1.0 the exposure value has to map to the interval $-1.0$ to $+1.0$. Otherwise, no black pixel could completely turn white and vice versa. Thus, each change of an exposure value by one leads to a color change of 0.2. That is, the exposure value range of 2.0 deviated by the 10 different exposure value steps a common SLR camera allows for. Hence, the new color can be calculated by:

$$\text{newColor} = \text{oldColor} + 0.2 \cdot EV_{\text{delta}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Consult Figure 11 for examples on virtual exposure.

**Motion Blur**

The motion blur effect occurs during exposure when either parts of the scene or the camera move. Each change in position of the scene or scene objects is captured on the image plane and results in blurred areas, because the exposure $H$ is the sum of the individual illuminance values $E$ over the exposure time $t$. This is given by:

$$H = \int E \, dt$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

**Realization**

To realistically simulate motion blur the scene’s individual illuminances $E$ have to be summed up over time $t$. Again, $t$ is given but $E$ has to be approximated. We assume each frame being rendered during the exposure as the current scene illuminance $E$ and sum up the frames by a weighting factor $\alpha : [0, 1] \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$.

---

\(^2\) $C$ is the incident light meter calibration constant.
This factor $\alpha$ takes care of how strong each frame contributes to the final image together with the following equation:

$$\text{step}_n = (1 - \alpha)F_n + \alpha^1(1 - \alpha)F_{n-1} + \alpha^2(1 - \alpha)F_{n-2} + \ldots + \alpha^nF_0$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Equation 13 assures two things: First, the contribution of each frame to the final image is decreased by the number of rendered frames $n$. Second, when we start the exposure we immediately receive an output image. This way we can render motion blurred images realistically and in real-time (cf. Fig. 12).

The problem here is that for long exposure times (large $n$) $\alpha$ can become so small that the corresponding frame gets transparent and therefore does not contribute to the final image anymore. This contradicts our request for physical correctness and, thus, the question is how to define $\alpha$? First, we state the following two conditions:

1. The frames per second (FPS) determine the number of frames which need to be accumulated to receive a correct illumination in the motion blurred image.
2. The color intensity of an image is nearly transparent if reduced to $\frac{1}{50}$ of the original value and it becomes invisible if reduced further.

Following Equation 13, the first frame $F_0$ contribution is specified by $\alpha^n$ in each step. That means, to assure a contribution of at least $\frac{1}{50}$ of the frame to the final image, we have to define a threshold $\varepsilon$ which has to be at most equal to $\alpha^n$: $\varepsilon \leq \alpha^n$. Hence, $\alpha$ can be calculated by:

$$\alpha = \sqrt[\varepsilon]{\varepsilon}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

Given an exposure time $t$ of $\frac{1}{5}$ s and $80$ fps we need to accumulate $n = 10$ frames. This result in $\alpha = 0.676$. See Figure 13 for some example output images.

### 5 RESULTS

The virtual SLR camera approximates the main components of a real SLR camera and allows for realistically simulating the resulting lens effects. These even can be rendered in real-time which offers us the possibility to integrate the vSLRcam into our virtual training environment OpenCrimeScene. Even though our user interface does not conform to a realistic SLR camera display yet, the necessary settings can easily be adjusted. Figure 14 shows an example of virtual pictures that are used to document the crime scene.

We evaluated the virtual photographs with real pictures taken by a digital SLR camera, the Nikon D70 (cf. Fig. 15). The camera parameters have been equally set and lead to very similar images. Further results can be found in [12].

### 6 CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented the vSLRcam. The application simulates a real SLR camera by realistically ap-
Figure 15: Comparison of the vSLRcam with a real Nikon D70. The upper images were taken by the Nikon D70 whereas the lower images are virtual shots. You can see that the scene illuminances correspond very well. The images (a) and (b) show under-exposure and correct illumination whereas images (c) and (d) show slight and strong over-exposure. The camera settings have been the same for real and virtual picture taking leading to very similar results with our technique.
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